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BGSU – Bowling Green State University 

ABUSING ABGINSU ABUSE, to use wrongly or improperly [v] 

BAGFULS ABFGLSU BAGFUL, as much as bag can hold [n] 

BAGSFUL ABFGLSU BAGFUL, as much as bag can hold [n] 

BAGUETS ABEGSTU BAGUET, baguette (rectangular gem) [n] 

BEDBUGS BBDEGSU BEDBUG, bloodsucking insect [n] 

BEDRUGS BDEGRSU BEDRUG, to make sleepy [v] 

BEGULFS BEFGLSU BEGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

BELUGAS ABEGLSU BELUGA, white sturgeon [n] 

BLAGUES ABEGLSU BLAGUE, pretentious nonsense [n] 

BLUDGES BDEGLSU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUINGS BGILNSU BLUING, fabric coloring [n] 

BLUNGES BEGLNSU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BOGUSLY BGLOSUY BOGUS, not genuine; fake [adv] 

BOUGIES BEGIOSU BOUGIE, wax candle [n] 

BOUSING BGINOSU BOUSE, to haul by means of tackle [v] 

BROGUES BEGORSU BROGUE, Irish accent [n] 

BUDGERS BDEGRSU BUDGER, one that budges (to move slightly) [n] 

BUDGETS BDEGSTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUDGIES BDEGISU BUDGIE, small parrot [n] 

BUGEYES BEEGSUY BUGEYE, small boat [n] 

BUGGERS BEGGRSU BUGGER, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BUGGIES BEGGISU BUGGY, light carriage [n] 

BUGLERS BEGLRSU BUGLER, one that plays bugle [n] 

BUGLOSS BGLOSSU coarse plant [n -ES] 

BUGOUTS BGOSTUU BUGOUT, one that leaves hurriedly [n] 

BUGSEED BDEEGSU annual herb [n -S] 

BUGSHAS ABGHSSU BUGSHA, buqsha (monetary unit of Yemen) [n] 

BULGARS ABGLRSU BULGAR, bulgur (crushed wheat) [n] 

BULGERS BEGLRSU BULGER, golf club [n] 

BULGURS BGLRSUU BULGUR, crushed wheat [n] 

BUMBAGS ABBGMSU BUMBAG, pack that straps to waist [n] 

BUNGEES BEEGNSU BUNGEE, elasticized cord [n] 

BUNGLES BEGLNSU BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

BURGEES BEEGRSU BURGEE, small flag [n] 

BURGERS BEGRRSU BURGER, hamburger [n] 

BURGESS BEGRSSU citizen of English borough [n -ES] 

BURGLES BEGLRSU BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

BURGOOS BGOORSU BURGOO, thick oatmeal [n] 

BUSGIRL BGILRSU girl or woman who is server's assistant in restaurant [n -S] 

BUSHING BGHINSU lining for hole [n -S] / BUSH, to cover with bushes (shrubs) [v] 

BUSHPIG BGHIPSU wild African pig [n -S] 

BUSINGS BGINSSU BUSING, act of transporting by bus [n] 

BUSKING BGIKNSU act of performing as busker [n -S] / BUSK, to prepare (to put in proper condition or readiness) [v] 

BUSSING BGINSSU busing (act of transporting by bus) [n -S] / BUS, to transport by bus (large motor vehicle) [v] / BUSS, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

BUSTING BGINSTU BUST, to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v] 
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BUSYING BGINSUY BUSY, to make busy [v] 

CUBAGES ABCEGSU CUBAGE, cubature (cubical content) [n] 

DORBUGS BDGORSU DORBUG, dor (black European beetle) [n] 

GIBBOUS BBGIOSU irregularly rounded [adj] 

GLOBOUS BGLOOSU spherical (resembling sphere) [adj] 

GUBBINS BBGINSU trivial object [n -ES] 

HAGBUSH ABGHHSU large tree [n -ES] 

HAGBUTS ABGHSTU HAGBUT, hackbut (type of gun) [n] 

HUMBUGS BGHMSUU HUMBUG, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

MUDBUGS BDGMSUU MUDBUG, crayfish (crustacean) [n] 

OUTBEGS BEGOSTU OUTBEG, to surpass in begging [v] 

REDBUGS BDEGRSU REDBUG, chigger (parasitic mite) [n] 

RUBIGOS BGIORSU RUBIGO, red iron oxide [n] 

RUGBIES BEGIRSU RUGBY, form of football [n] 

SAGBUTS ABGSSTU SAGBUT, sackbut (medieval trombone) [n] 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SOWBUGS BGOSSUW SOWBUG, wood louse [n] 

SUBBING BBGINSU thin coating on support of photographic film [n -S] / SUB, to act as substitute [v] 

SUBGOAL ABGLOSU subordinate goal [n -S] 

SUBGUMS BGMSSUU SUBGUM, Chinese dish of mixed vegetables [n] 

SUBRING BGINRSU subset of mathematical ring that is itself ring [n -S] 

TUBINGS BGINSTU TUBING, material in form of tube [n] 

 

BHSU – Black Hills State University 

BASHFUL ABFHLSU shy; timid [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

BEAUISH ABEHISU BEAU, boyfriend [adj] 

BESHOUT BEHOSTU to shout at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BISMUTH BHIMSTU metallic element [n -S] 

BLUEISH BEHILSU bluish (somewhat blue) [adj] 

BLUSHED BDEHLSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BLUSHER BEHLRSU one that blushes (to become red) [n -S] 

BLUSHES BEHLSSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BRUSHED BDEHRSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHER BEHRRSU one that brushes (to touch lightly) [n -S] 

BRUSHES BEHRSSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHUP BHPRSUU quick review [n -S] 

BRUTISH BHIRSTU brutal (cruel; savage) [adj] 

BUCKISH BCHIKSU foppish (characteristic of dandy) [adj] 

BUDDHAS ABDDHSU BUDDHA, person who has attained Buddhahood [n] 

BUGSHAS ABGHSSU BUGSHA, buqsha (monetary unit of Yemen) [n] 

BULLISH BHILLSU stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj] 

BULRUSH BHLRSUU tall marsh plant [n -ES] 

BUNCHES BCEHNSU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUQSHAS ABHQSSU BUQSHA, monetary unit of Yemen [n] 

BURKHAS ABHKRSU BURKHA, burka (long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BUSHELS BEHLSSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUSHERS BEHRSSU BUSHER, minor league baseball player [n] 

BUSHIDO BDHIOSU code of samurai [n -S] 

BUSHIER BEHIRSU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSHIES BEHISSU BUSHY, person who lives in bush (wilderness) [n] 

BUSHILY BHILSUY in bushy (covered with bushes) manner [adv] 

BUSHING BGHINSU lining for hole [n -S] / BUSH, to cover with bushes (shrubs) [v] 

BUSHLOT BHLOSTU woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n -S] 

BUSHMAN ABHMNSU woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n -MEN] 

BUSHMEN BEHMNSU BUSHMAN, woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n] 

BUSHPIG BGHIPSU wild African pig [n -S] 

BUSHTIT BHISTTU titmouse (small bird) [n -S] 

BUSHWAH ABHHSUW bushwa (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -S] 

BUSHWAS ABHSSUW BUSHWA, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n] 

BUTCHES BCEHSTU BUTCH, offensive word [n] 

CHABUKS ABCHKSU CHABUK, chabouk (type of whip) [n] 

CHERUBS BCEHRSU CHERUB, angel [n] 

CUBBISH BBCHISU resembling cub [adj] 

EPHEBUS BEEHPSU young man of ancient Greece [n -BI] 

FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HABITUS ABHISTU bodily build and constitution [n HABITUS, -ES] 

HAGBUSH ABGHHSU large tree [n -ES] 

HAGBUTS ABGHSTU HAGBUT, hackbut (type of gun) [n] 

HUBBIES BBEHISU HUBBY, husband [n] 

HUBBUBS BBBHSUU HUBBUB, uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n] 

HUBCAPS ABCHPSU HUBCAP, covering for hub of wheel [n] 

HUBLESS BEHLSSU lacking hub (center of wheel) [adj] 

HUMBLES BEHLMSU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMBUGS BGHMSUU HUMBUG, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

HUSBAND ABDHNSU to spend wisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HUSHABY ABHHSUY go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child [v] 

JUBBAHS ABBHJSU JUBBAH, loose outer garment [n] 

JUBHAHS ABHHJSU JUBHAH, jubbah (loose outer garment) [n] 

KURBASH ABHKRSU to flog with leather whip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

LOWBUSH BHLOSUW bush with sweet blueberries [n -ES] 

MAYBUSH ABHMSUY flowering shrub [n -ES] 

PHOEBUS BEHOPSU sun [n -ES] 

PUBLISH BHILPSU to print and issue to public [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RHUMBAS ABHMRSU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RUBBISH BBHIRSU to reject as worthless [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SAMBHUR ABHMRSU sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

SCHLUBS BCHLSSU SCHLUB, stupid or unattractive person [n] 

SHRUBBY BBHRSUY covered with shrubs [adj -BBIER, BBIEST] 

SUBECHO BCEHOSU inferior echo [n -ES] 

SUBHEAD ABDEHSU heading of subdivision [n -S] 
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SUNBATH ABHNSTU exposure to sunlight [n -S] 

TARBUSH ABHRSTU tarboosh (cap worn by Muslim men) [n -ES] 

WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub used for washing clothes [n -S] 

 

CCNY – City College of New York 

CACONYM ACCMNOY erroneous name [n -S] 

CADENCY ACCDENY rhythm (movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements) [n -CIES] 

CHINCHY CCHHINY stingy (unwilling to spend or give) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

COCKNEY CCEKNOY resident of East End of London [n -S] 

COGENCY CCEGNOY state of being cogent (convincing) [n -CIES] 

CRUNCHY CCHNRUY crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / something that makes crackling sound when eaten [n -HIES] 

CRYONIC CCINORY CRYONICS, practice of freezing dead bodies for future revival [adj] 

CYCASIN ACCINSY sugar derivative [n -S] 

CYCLING CCGILNY act of riding bicycle [n -S] / CYCLE, to ride bicycle [v] 

CYCLINS CCILNSY CYCLIN, any of group of proteins that control cell cycle [n] 

CYCLONE CCELNOY rotating system of winds [n -S] 

CYNICAL ACCILNY distrusting motives of others [adj] 

DECENCY CCDEENY state of being decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [n -CIES] 

GYNECIC CCEGINY pertaining to women (adult human female) [adj] 

LUCENCY CCELNUY quality of being lucent (giving off light) [n -CIES] 

RECENCY CCEENRY state of being recent (of or pertaining to time not long past) [n -CIES] 

VACANCY AACCNVY quality or state of being vacant [n -CIES] 

 

CCSU – Central Connecticut State University 

ACCRUES ACCERSU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCURST ACCRSTU accursed (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

ACCUSAL AACCLSU act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSED ACCDESU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACCUSER ACCERSU one that accuses (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSES ACCESSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

CACHOUS ACCHOSU CACHOU, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

CAUSTIC ACCISTU corrosive substance [n -S] 

CIRCUSY CCIRSUY CIRCUS, public entertainment [adj] 

COCCOUS CCCOOSU COCCUS, spherical bacterium [adj] 

COCKUPS CCKOPSU COCKUP, turned-up part of something [n] 

CONCURS CCNORSU CONCUR, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

CONCUSS CCNOSSU to injure brain by violent blow [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

COUCHES CCEHOSU COUCH, to put into words [v] 

CUCKOOS CCKOOSU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

CULCHES CCEHLSU CULCH, oyster bed [n] 

CULICES CCEILSU CULEX, mosquito (winged insect) [n] 

CURCHES CCEHRSU CURCH, kerchief (cloth worn as head covering) [n] 

CUTCHES CCEHSTU CUTCH, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (tuft-like mass) [n -CCI] 

HICCUPS CCHIPSU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

MUCLUCS CCLMSUU MUCLUC, mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n] 
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OCCULTS CCLOSTU OCCULT, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

SACCULE ACCELSU small sac [n -S] 

SACCULI ACCILSU SACCULUS, saccule (small sac) [n] 

SCHMUCK CCHKMSU to hit or flatten [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRUNCH CCHNRSU to crush (to press or squeeze out of shape) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCULTCH CCHLSTU sculch (clean trash) [n -ES] 

STUCCOS CCOSSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

SUCCAHS ACCHSSU SUCCAH, sukkah (temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival) [n] 

SUCCEED CCDEESU to accomplish something desired or intended [v --ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCESS CCESSSU attainment of something desired or intended [n -ES] 

SUCCORS CCORSSU SUCCOR, to go to aid of [v] 

SUCCORY CCORSUY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

SUCCOTH CCHOSTU SUCCAH, sukkah (temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival) [n] 

SUCCOUR CCORSUU to succor (to go to aid of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCUBA ABCCSUU succubus (female demon) [n -E, -S] 

SUCCUBI BCCISUU SUCCUBUS, female demon [n] 

SUCCUMB BCCMSUU to yield to superior force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCUSS CCSSSUU to shake violently [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCOCKS CCKNOSU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

 

CSUF – California State University, Fresno 

CANFULS ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

CANSFUL ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

CAPFULS ACFLPSU CAPFUL, as much as cap can hold [n] 

CARFULS ACFLRSU CARFUL, as much as car can hold [n] 

CONFUSE CEFNOSU to mix up mentally [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CUPFULS CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CUPSFUL CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CURFEWS CEFRSUW CURFEW, regulation concerning hours which one may keep [n] 

CUTOFFS CFFOSTU CUTOFF, point at which something terminates [n] 

DEFOCUS CDEFOSU to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

FACTUMS ACFMSTU FACTUM, statement of facts of case being appealed [n] 

FAUCALS AACFLSU FAUCAL, sound produced in fauces [n] 

FAUCETS ACEFSTU FAUCET, device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe [n] 

FESCUES CEEFSSU FESCUE, perennial grass [n] 

FICUSES CEFISSU FICUS, tropical tree [n] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (tuft-like mass) [n -CCI] 

FOCUSED CDEFOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOCUSER CEFORSU one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n -S] 

FOCUSES CEFOSSU FOCUS, point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [n] / FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FRACTUS ACFRSTU ragged cloud [n -TI] 

FUCHSIA ACFHISU flowering shrub [n -S] 

FUCHSIN CFHINSU red dye [n -S] 

FUCKERS CEFKRSU FUCKER, offensive word [n] 

FUCKUPS CFKPSUU FUCKUP, offensive word [n] 

FUCOIDS CDFIOSU FUCOID, brown seaweed [n] 
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FUCOSES CEFOSSU FUCOSE, type of sugar [n] 

FUCUSES CEFSSUU FUCUS, any of genus of brown algae [n] 

FUSCOUS CFOSSUU of dusky color [adj] 

FUSTICS CFISSTU FUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

OFFCUTS CFFOSTU OFFCUT, something that is cut off [n] 

REFOCUS CEFORSU to focus again [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

SACKFUL ACFKLSU as much as sack can hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

SCRUFFS CFFRSSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCRUFFY CFFRSUY shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

SCUFFED CDEFFSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCUFFER CEFFRSU one that scuffs (to walk without lifting feet) [n -S] 

SCUFFLE CEFFLSU to struggle in rough, confused manner [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBFUSC BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUFFICE CEFFISU to be adequate [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SURFACE ACEFRSU to apply outer layer to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNCUFFS CFFNSUU UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

 

CUNY – City University of New York 

CALUMNY ACLMNUY to make false and malicious accusation [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

CENTURY CENRTUY period of 100 years [n -RIES] 

CHANOYU ACHNOUY Japanese tea ritual [n -S] 

CHUTNEY CEHNTUY sweet and sour sauce [n -S] 

COUNTRY CNORTUY territory of nation [n -RIES] 

CRUNCHY CCHNRUY crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj -HIER, HIEST] / something that makes crackling sound when eaten [n -HIES] 

FLOUNCY CFLNOUY flouncing [adj -CIER, -CIEST] 

FLUENCY CEFLNUY quality of being fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [n -CIES] 

KNUCKLY CKKLNUY having prominent knuckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

LUCENCY CCELNUY quality of being lucent (giving off light) [n -CIES] 

PAUNCHY ACHNPUY having protruding belly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

PUDENCY CDENPUY modesty (quality of being modest (having moderate regard for oneself)) [n -CIES] 

RAUNCHY ACHNRUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TRUANCY ACNRTUY act of truanting [n -CIES] 

UNCANNY ACNNNUY strange and inexplicable [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] 

UNCHARY ACHNRUY not chary (cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger)) [adj] 

UNCRAZY ACNRUYZ not crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

UNFANCY ACFNNUY not fancy (ornamental) [adj] 

UNLUCKY CKLNUUY not lucky (having good fortune) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

UNSONCY CNNOSUY unsonsie (unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune))) [adj] 

URGENCY CEGNRUY quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention) [n -CIES] 

YUCKING CGIKNUY YUCK, to yuk (to laugh loudly) [v] 

 

FAMU – Florida A&M University 

ARMFULS AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ARMSFUL AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

AUSFORM AFMORSU to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EARMUFF AEFFMRU one of pair of ear coverings [n -S] 
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FACTUMS ACFMSTU FACTUM, statement of facts of case being appealed [n] 

FAMULUS AFLMSUU servant or attendant [n -LI] 

FAUVISM AFIMSUV movement in painting [n -S] 

FORMULA AFLMORU exact method for doing something [n -E, -S] 

FRAENUM AEFMNRU frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n -NA, -S] 

FRANKUM AFKMNRU hardened resin of spruce tree [n -S] 

FULHAMS AFHLMSU FULHAM, loaded die [n] 

FULLAMS AFLLMSU FULLAM, fulham (loaded die) [n] 

FULMARS AFLMRSU FULMAR, arctic seabird [n] 

FUMARIC ACFIMRU pertaining to certain acid [adj] 

HAFNIUM AFHIMNU metallic element [n -S] 

HARMFUL AFHLMRU capable of harming [adj] 

MOANFUL AFLMNOU moaning [adj] 

MUDFLAP ADFLMPU flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n -S] 

MUDFLAT ADFLMTU level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n -S] 

PALMFUL AFLLMPU as much as palm can hold [n -S] 

SFUMATO AFMOSTU technique used in painting [n -S] 

SURFMAN AFMNRSU one who is skilled in handling boat in surf [n -MEN] 

TURFMAN AFMNRTU person who is devoted to horse racing [n -MEN] 

WAMEFOU AEFMOUW bellyful (excessive amount) [n -S] 

WAMEFUL AEFLMUW wamefou (bellyful (excessive amount)) [n -S] 

 

FGCU – Florida Gulf Coast University 

CAGEFUL ACEFGLU number held in cage (enclosure) [n -S] 

CUFFING CFFGINU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [v] 

FUCKING CFGIKNU FUCK, offensive word [v] 

 

GCSU – Georgia College & State University 

CANGUES ACEGNSU CANGUE, ancient Chinese punishing device [n] 

CATGUTS ACGSTTU CATGUT, strong cord [n] 

CAUSING ACGINSU CAUSE, to bring about [v] 

CHOUGHS CGHHOSU CHOUGH, crow-like bird [n] 

CHUSING CGHINSU CHUSE, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

CLOUGHS CGHLOSU CLOUGH, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

COLUGOS CGLOOSU COLUGO, small mammal [n] 

CONGIUS CGINOSU ancient unit of measure [n -II] 

CONGOUS CGNOOSU CONGOU, Chinese tea [n] 

COUGARS ACGORSU COUGAR, mountain lion [n] 

CUBAGES ABCEGSU CUBAGE, cubature (cubical content) [n] 

CUDGELS CDEGLSU CUDGEL, to beat with heavy club [v] 

CURAGHS ACGHRSU CURAGH, currach (coracle (small boat)) [n] 

CURSING CGINRSU CURSE, to wish evil upon [v] 

CUSSING CGINSSU CUSS, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

EGGCUPS CEGGPSU EGGCUP, cup from which egg is eaten [n] 

ESCUAGE ACEEGSU scutage (tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service) [n -S] 

GAUCHES ACEGHSU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 
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GAUCHOS ACGHOSU GAUCHO, cowboy of South American pampas [n] 

GLUCANS ACGLNSU GLUCAN, polymer of glucose [n] 

GLUCOSE CEGLOSU sugar [n -S] 

GUAIACS AACGISU GUAIAC, guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n] 

GULCHES CEGHLSU GULCH, deep, narrow ravine [n] 

GWEDUCS CDEGSUW GWEDUC, geoduck (large, edible clam) [n] 

SAUCING ACGINSU SAUCE, to season with sauce (flavorful liquid dressing) [v] 

SCOURGE CEGORSU to punish severely [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCROUGE CEGORSU to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUTAGE ACEGSTU tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 

SUCKING CGIKNSU SUCK, to draw in by establishing partial vacuum [v] 

UNCAGES ACEGNSU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCLOGS CGLNOSU UNCLOG, to free from difficulty or obstruction [v] 

 

GVSU – Grand Valley State University 

SEVRUGA AEGRSUV caviar from Caspian Sea [n -S] 

VAGUEST AEGSTUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAGUISH AGHISUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VIGOURS GIORSUV VIGOUR, vigor (active strength or force) [n] 

VOGUERS EGORSUV VOGUER, one that vogues (to imitate poses of fashion models) [n] 

VOGUISH GHIOSUV fashionable [adj] 

VULGARS AGLRSUV VULGAR, common person [n] 

 

MCLA – Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts 

ACCLAIM AACCILM to shout approval of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALCHEMY ACEHLMY medieval form of chemistry [n -MIES] 

ALCHYMY ACHLMYY alchemy (medieval form of chemistry) [n -MIES] 

ALEMBIC ABCEILM apparatus formerly used in distilling [n -S] 

ALMANAC AAACLMN annual publication containing general information [n -S] 

ALMUCES ACELMSU ALMUCE, hooded cape [n] 

ARMLOCK ACKLMOR hold in wrestling [n -S] 

BACULUM ABCLMUU bone in penis of many mammals [n -LA, -S] 

BECALMS ABCELMS BECALM, to make calm [v] 

CALAMAR AAACLMR calamary (squid) [n -S] 

CALAMUS AACLMSU marsh plant [n -MI, -ES] 

CALCIUM ACCILMU metallic element [n -S] 

CALMEST ACELMST CALM, free from agitation [adj] 

CALMING ACGILMN CALM, to make calm [v] 

CALOMEL ACELLMO chemical compound used as purgative [n -S] 

CALUMET ACELMTU ceremonial pipe [n -S] 

CALUMNY ACLMNUY to make false and malicious accusation [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

CAMAILS AACILMS CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [n] 

CAMBIAL AABCILM pertaining to cambium (layer of plant tissue) [adj] 

CAMELIA AACEILM camellia (tropical shrub) [n -S] 

CAMELID ACDEILM any of family of 2-toed ruminant mammals [n -S] 
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CAMERAL AACELMR CAMERA, judge's chamber [adj] 

CAMLETS ACELMST CAMLET, durable fabric [n] 

CAMPHOL ACHLMOP borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

CAMPILY ACILMPY in campy (comically exaggerated) manner [adv] 

CARAMEL AACELMR chewy candy [n -S] 

CEMBALI ABCEILM CEMBALO, harpsichord [n] 

CEMBALO ABCELMO harpsichord [n -LI, -S] 

CERAMAL AACELMR heat-resistant alloy [n -S] 

CHASMAL AACHLMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHIMLAS ACHILMS CHIMLA, chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -YDES, -ES] 

CLADISM ACDILMS method of cladist [n -S] 

CLAIMED ACDEILM CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAIMER ACEILMR one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n -S] 

CLAMANT AACLMNT noisy (making loud sounds) [adj] 

CLAMBER ABCELMR to climb awkwardly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAMMED ACDELMM CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAMMER ACELMMR one that clams (to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks)) [n -S] 

CLAMORS ACLMORS CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMOUR ACLMORU to clamor (to make loud outcries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAMPED ACDELMP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLAMPER ACELMPR device worn on shoes to prevent slipping on ice [n -S] 

CLIMATE ACEILMT weather conditions characteristic of area [n -S] 

CLUBMAN ABCLMNU male member of club [n -MEN] 

COMICAL ACCILMO funny (causing laughter or amusement) [adj] 

COPALMS ACLMOPS COPALM, hardwood tree [n] 

CULMINA ACILMNU CULMEN, upper ridge of bird's beak [n] 

CYMBALS ABCLMSY CYMBAL, percussion instrument [n] 

DECIMAL ACDEILM fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n -S] 

DECLAIM ACDEILM to speak formally [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOMICAL ACDILMO shaped like dome [adj] 

EMPLACE ACEELMP to position (to put in particular location) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EXCLAIM ACEILMX to cry out suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LACTAMS AACLMST LACTAM, chemical compound [n] 

LAICISM ACIILMS political system free from clerical control [n -S] 

LEUCOMA ACELMOU leukoma (opacity of cornea) [n -S] 

LIMACON ACILMNO type of geometric curve [n -S] 

LOCKRAM ACKLMOR coarse, linen fabric [n -S] 

MACKLED ACDEKLM MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MACKLES ACEKLMS MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MACULAE AACELMU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACULAR AACLMRU MACULA, spot [adj] 

MACULAS AACLMSU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACULED ACDELMU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MACULES ACELMSU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MAGICAL AACGILM resembling magic [adj] 
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MALACCA AAACCLM cane of Asian rattan palm [n -S] 

MALEFIC ACEFILM producing or causing evil [adj] 

MALICES ACEILMS MALICE, desire to injure another [n] 

MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MARCELS ACELMRS MARCEL, to make deep, soft wave in hair [v] 

MEDICAL ACDEILM physical examination [n -S] 

MELANIC ACEILMN one who is affected with melanism [n -S] 

MESCALS ACELMSS MESCAL, cactus used as source of liquor [n] 

METICAL ACEILMT monetary unit of Mozambique [n -AIS, -S] 

MEZCALS ACELMSZ MEZCAL, mescal (cactus used as source of liquor) [n] 

MICELLA ACEILLM micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n -E] 

MIMICAL ACIILMM of nature of mimicry [adj] 

MIRACLE ACEILMR event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n -S] 

MISCALL ACILLMS to call by wrong name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOCHILA ACHILMO leather covering for saddle [n -S] 

MUCOSAL ACLMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [adj] 

MUSICAL ACILMSU play in which dialogue is interspersed with songs and dances [n -S] 

MYALGIC ACGILMY MYALGIA, muscular pain [adj] 

MYCELIA ACEILMY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [n] 

OILCAMP ACILMOP living area for workers at oil well [n -S] 

PLASMIC ACILMPS PLASMA, liquid part of blood [adj] 

PSALMIC ACILMPS of or pertaining to psalm [adj] 

RECLAIM ACEILMR to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLAME ACEELMR publicity [n -S] 

SCHMALZ ACHLMSZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

TALCUMS ACLMSTU TALCUM, to treat with powder made from talc [v] 

UNCLAMP ACLMNPU to free from clamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

MVSU – Mississippi Valley State University 

AMUSIVE AEIMSUV amusing [adj] 

FAUVISM AFIMSUV movement in painting [n -S] 

HUMVEES EEHMSUV HUMVEE, type of motor vehicle [n] 

VACUUMS ACMSUUV VACUUM, space entirely devoid of matter [n] / VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VALLUMS ALLMSUV VALLUM, defensive wall of earth and stone [n] 

VELLUMS ELLMSUV VELLUM, fine parchment [n] 

VOLUMES ELMOSUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 

VOMITUS IMOSTUV vomited matter [n -ES] 

 

NCCU – North Carolina Central University 

ACCOUNT ACCNOTU to give explanation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCONUT CCNOOTU fruit of coco [n -S] 

CONCURS CCNORSU CONCUR, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

CONCUSS CCNOSSU to injure brain by violent blow [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONDUCE CCDENOU to contribute to result [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDUCT CCDNOTU to lead or guide [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COUNCIL CCILNOU group of persons appointed for certain function [n -S] 
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CRAUNCH ACCHNRU to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CRUCIAN ACCINRU European fish [n -S] 

CRUNCHY CCHNRUY crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / something that makes crackling sound when eaten [n -HIES] 

LUCENCE CCEELNU lucency (quality of being lucent (giving off light)) [n -S] 

LUCENCY CCELNUY quality of being lucent (giving off light) [n -CIES] 

PUCCOON CCNOOPU herb that yields red dye [n -S] 

SCRUNCH CCHNRSU to crush (to press or squeeze out of shape) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCOCKS CCKNOSU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

UNCOMIC CCIMNOU not comic [adj] 

 

NJIT - New Jersey Institute of Technology 

ADJOINT ADIJNOT type of mathematical matrix [n -S] 

ANTIJAM AAIJMNT blocking interfering signals [adj] 

INJECTS CEIJNST INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INKJETS EIJKNST INKJET, printer that spurts ink to form letters [n] 

JACINTH ACHIJNT variety of zircon [n -S] 

JANITOR AIJNORT maintenance man [n -S] 

JESTING EGIJNST act of one who jests [n -S] / JEST, to joke (to say something amusing) [v] 

JETTING EGIJNTT JET, to spurt forth in stream [v] 

JILTING GIIJLNT JILT, to reject lover [v] 

JITNEYS EIJNSTY JITNEY, small bus [n] 

JOINTED DEIJNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v] 

JOINTER EIJNORT one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n -S] 

JOINTLY IJLNOTY together (into union or relationship) [adv] 

JOLTING GIJLNOT JOLT, to jar or shake roughly [v] 

JOTTING GIJNOTT brief note [n -S] / JOT, to write down quickly [v] 

JUSTING GIJNSTU JUST, to joust (to engage in personal combat) [v] 

JUTTING GIJNTTU JUT, to protrude (to extend beyond main portion) [v] 

OUTJINX IJNOTUX to surpass in jinxing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TAJINES AEIJNST TAJINE, earthenware Moroccan cooking pot [n] 

TWINJET EIJNTTW aircraft with two jet engines [n -S] 

UNJOINT IJNNOTU to separate at juncture [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

NYIT – New York Institute of Technology 

AMENITY AEIMNTY quality of being pleasant or agreeable [n -TIES] 

AMINITY AIIMNTY state of being amine (type of chemical compound) [n -TIES] 

ANALITY AAILNTY type of psychological state [n -TIES] 

ANILITY AIILNTY state of being anile (resembling old woman) [n -TIES] 

ANNUITY AINNTUY allowance or income paid at regular intervals [n -TIES] 

ANTICLY ACILNTY in clownish (resembling or befitting clown) manner [adv] 

ANTIGAY AAGINTY opposed to homosexuals (homosexual) [adj] 

ANXIETY AEINTXY painful or apprehensive uneasiness of mind [n -TIES] 

ANYTIME AEIMNTY at any time [adv] 

BUTYRIN BINRTUY chemical compound [n -S] 

CHINTZY CHINTYZ gaudy; cheap [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

CYANITE ACEINTY mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 
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CYSTEIN CEINSTY cysteine (amino acid) [n -S] 

CYSTINE CEINSTY amino acid [n -S] 

DENSITY DEINSTY state of being dense (compact (closely and firmly united)) [n -TIES] 

DESTINY DEINSTY fate or fortune to which one is destined [n -NIES] 

DIGNITY DGIINTY stateliness and nobility of manner [n -TIES] 

DITTANY ADINTTY perennial herb [n -NIES] 

ETHINYL EHILNTY ethynyl (univalent chemical radical) [n -S] 

FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv] 

FLYTING FGILNTY dispute in verse form [n -S] / FLYTE, to flite (to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute)) [v] 

HYMNIST HIMNSTY one who composes hymns [n -S] 

INANITY AIINNTY something that is inane [n -TIES] 

INAPTLY AILNPTY INAPT, not apt (suitable (appropriate)) [adv] 

INEPTLY EILNPTY INEPT, not suitable (appropriate) [adv] 

INERTLY EILNRTY inactively (in inactive (not active) manner) [adv] 

INTROFY FINORTY to increase wetting properties of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

JITNEYS EIJNSTY JITNEY, small bus [n] 

JOINTLY IJLNOTY together (into union or relationship) [adv] 

KYANITE AEIKNTY cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KYTHING GHIKNTY KYTHE, to kithe (to make known) [v] 

NAIVETY AEINTVY naivete (quality of being naive (lacking sophistication)) [n -TIES] 

NASTILY AILNSTY NASTY, offensive to senses [adv] 

NATTILY AILNTTY NATTY, neatly dressed [adv] 

NIFTILY FIILNTY NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adv] 

NIGHTLY GHILNTY every night; at night [adv] 

NIMIETY EIIMNTY excess [n -TIES] 

NINTHLY HILNNTY in ninth place [adv] 

NITRIFY FIINRTY to combine with nitrogen [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

NULLITY ILLNTUY something of no legal force [n -TIES] 

NUTTILY ILNTTUY NUTTY, silly; crazy [adv] 

PHYTINS HINPSTY PHYTIN, calcium-magnesium salt [n] 

PITYING GIINPTY PITY, to feel pity (sorrow aroused by another's misfortune) [v] 

PTYALIN AILNPTY salivary enzyme [n -S] 

RETYING EGINRTY RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RIANTLY AILNRTY RIANT, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

SAINTLY AILNSTY of or befitting saint [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SQUINTY INQSTUY marked by squinting [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

STAYING AGINSTY STAY, to continue in place or condition [v] 

STONILY ILNOSTY in stony (abounding in stones) manner [adv] 

STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

STYGIAN AGINSTY gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

STYLING GILNSTY way in which something is styled [n -S] / STYLE, to name (to give title to) [v] 

SYENITE EEINSTY igneous rock [n -S] 

TANTIVY AINTTVY hunting cry [n -VIES] 

TAWNILY AILNTWY TAWNY, light brown [adv] 

TAXYING AGINTXY TAXI, to travel in taxicab [v] 

TENSITY EINSTTY state of being tense (taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack)) [n -TIES] 
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TENUITY EINTTUY lack of substance or strength [n -TIES] 

THIONYL HILNOTY sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

THYMINE EHIMNTY chemical compound [n -S] 

TIDYING DGIINTY TIDY, to make tidy [v] 

TIFFANY AFFINTY thin, mesh fabric [n -NIES] 

TINDERY DEINRTY TINDER, readily combustible material [adj] 

TINNILY IILNNTY in tinny (of or resembling tin) manner [adv] 

TINSELY EILNSTY tinselly (cheaply gaudy) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TINTYPE EINPTTY kind of photograph [n -S] 

TRINARY AINRRTY consisting of three parts [adj] 

TRINITY IINRTTY group of three [n -TIES] 

TRYPSIN INPRSTY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

TURNIPY INPRTUY TURNIP, edible plant root [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

TWINKLY IKLNTWY twinkling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TYLOSIN ILNOSTY antibiotic [n -S] 

TYMPANI AIMNPTY TYMPANO, timpano (kettledrum) [n] 

TYPINGS GINPSTY TYPING, activity of writing with typewriter [n] 

TYRONIC CINORTY TYRO, beginner (one that begins (to start)) [adj] 

TYTHING GHINTTY TYTHE, to tithe (to pay tithe (small tax)) [v] 

UNFITLY FILNTUY in unsuitable (not suitable (appropriate)) manner [adv] 

UNITARY AINRTUY pertaining to unit (specific quantity used as standard of measurement) [adj] 

UNTYING GINNTUY UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

WINTERY EINRTWY wintry (characteristic of winter) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

WITNEYS EINSTWY WITNEY, heavy woolen fabric [n] 

 

NYMC – New York Medical College 

ACRONYM ACMNORY word formed from initials of compound term or series of words [n -S] 

ANIMACY AACIMNY state of being alive (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [n -CIES] 

CACONYM ACCMNOY erroneous name [n -S] 

CALUMNY ACLMNUY to make false and malicious accusation [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

CAYMANS AACMNSY CAYMAN, caiman (tropical reptile) [n] 

CHIMNEY CEHIMNY flue (enclosed passageway for directing current) [n -S] 

COMPANY ACMNOPY to associate with [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

COMPONY CMNOOPY composed of squares of alternating colors [adj] 

CRIMINY CIIMNRY crimine (used to express surprise or anger) [interj] 

CYMENES CEEMNSY CYMENE, hydrocarbon [n] 

CYMLING CGILMNY variety of squash [n -S] 

CYMLINS CILMNSY CYMLIN, cymling (variety of squash) [n] 

DYNAMIC ACDIMNY physical force [n -S] 

ECONOMY CEMNOOY thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [n -MIES] 

ENZYMIC CEIMNYZ ENZYME, complex protein [adj] 

MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj] 

MONOECY CEMNOOY condition of being monecian [n -CIES] 

SYNCOMS CMNOSSY SYNCOM, type of communications satellite [n] 

 

PLNU – Point Loma Nazarene University 
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APOLUNE AELNOPU point in orbit of body which is farthest from moon [n -S] 

BULLPEN BELLNPU enclosure for bulls [n -S] 

CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S] 

FUNPLEX EFLNPUX building with facilities for sports and games [n -ES] 

GULPING GGILNPU GULP, to swallow rapidly [v] 

GUNPLAY AGLNPUY shooting of guns [n -S] 

INSCULP CILNPSU to engrave (to form by incision) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LINEUPS EILNPSU LINEUP, row of persons [n] 

LINKUPS IKLNPSU LINKUP, something that serves as linking device [n] 

LOUPING GILNOPU LOUP, to leap (to spring off ground) [v] 

LUMPENS ELMNPSU LUMPEN, uprooted individual [n] 

LUMPING GILMNPU LUMP, to make into lumps (shapeless masses) [v] 

LUPANAR AALNPRU brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

LUPINES EILNPSU LUPINE, flowering plant [n] 

LUPULIN ILLNPUU medicinal powder obtained from hop plant [n -S] 

NAUPLII AIILNPU NAUPLIUS, form of certain crustaceans [n] 

NONPLUS LNNOPSU to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

NONUPLE ELNNOPU number nine times as great as another [n -S] 

NUPTIAL AILNPTU wedding (marriage ceremony) [n -S] 

OPULENT ELNOPTU wealthy (having wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [adj] 

OUTPLAN ALNOPTU to surpass in planning [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

PAINFUL AFILNPU causing pain [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

PANFULS AFLNPSU PANFUL, as much as pan will hold [n] 

PAULINS AILNPSU PAULIN, sheet of waterproof material [n] 

PENULTS ELNPSTU PENULT, next to last syllable in word [n] 

PINCURL CILNPRU curl held in place with hairpin [n -S] 

PINNULA AILNNPU pinnule (pinnate part or organ) [n -E] 

PINNULE EILNNPU pinnate part or organ [n -S] 

PLANULA AALLNPU free-swimming larva of certain organisms [n -E] 

PLENUMS ELMNPSU PLENUM, space considered as fully occupied by matter [n] 

PLEURON ELNOPRU part of thoracic segment of insect [n -RA] 

PLUMING GILMNPU PLUME, to cover with feathers [v] 

PLUMPEN ELMNPPU to plump (to make plump) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLUNDER DELNPRU to rob of goods by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLUNGED DEGLNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNGER EGLNPRU one that plunges (to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something) [n -S] 

PLUNGES EGLNPSU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNKED DEKLNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

PLUNKER EKLNPRU one that plunks (to fall or drop heavily) [n -S] 

PLUTONS LNOPSTU PLUTON, formation of igneous rock [n] 

PLUVIAN AILNPUV characterized by much rain [adj] 

POUNDAL ADLNOPU unit of force [n -S] 

PULINGS GILNPSU PULING, plaintive cry [n] 

PULLING GILLNPU PULL, to exert force in order to cause motion toward force [v] 

PULLMAN ALLMNPU railroad sleeping car [n -S] 

PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S] / PULP, to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter) [v] 
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PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj] 

PULSING GILNPSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

PULSION ILNOPSU propulsion [n -S] 

PULVINI IILNPUV PULVINUS, swelling at base of leaf [n] 

PUNGLED DEGLNPU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PUNGLES EGLNPSU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PURLINE EILNPRU purlin (horizontal supporting timber) [n -S] 

PURLING GILNPRU inversion of stitches in knitting [n -S] / PURL, to knit with particular stitch [v] 

PURLINS ILNPRSU PURLIN, horizontal supporting timber [n] 

PURLOIN ILNOPRU to steal (to take without right or permission) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCULPIN CILNPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 

SPELUNK EKLNPSU to explore caves [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPINULA AILNPSU spinule (small thorn) [n -E] 

SPINULE EILNPSU small thorn [n -S] 

SUNLAMP ALMNPSU lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n -S] 

ULPANIM AILMNPU ULPAN, school in Israel for teaching Hebrew [n] 

UNAPTLY ALNPTUY not aptly (in apt (suitable (appropriate)) manner) [adv] 

UNCLAMP ACLMNPU to free from clamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLIPS CILNPSU UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 

UNPILED DEILNPU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UNPILES EILNPSU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UNPLAIT AILNPTU to undo plaits of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNPLUGS GLNPSUU UNPLUG, to take plug out of [v] 

UNSPILT ILNPSTU not spilt (to cause to run out of container) [adj] 

UNSPLIT ILNPSTU not split (to separate lengthwise) [adj] 

UNSPOOL LNOOPSU to unwind from small cylinder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPALONG AGLNOPU location away from person or place [n -S] 

UPFLING FGILNPU to fling up [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPFLUNG FGLNPUU UPFLING, to fling up [v] 

UPLANDS ADLNPSU UPLAND, higher land of region [n] 

UPLINKS IKLNPSU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

UPSILON ILNOPSU Greek letter [n -S] 

VULPINE EILNPUV pertaining to fox [adj] 

 

R-MWC – Randolph-Macon Woman's College 

CREWMAN ACEMNRW one who serves on ship [n -MEN] 

CREWMEN CEEMNRW CREWMAN, one who serves on ship [n] 

CUTWORM CMORTUW caterpillar [n -S] 

ICEWORM CEIMORW small worm found in glaciers [n -S] 

 

SDSU – South Dakota State University, San Diego State University 

ABSURDS ABDRSSU ABSURD, condition in which man exists in irrational and meaningless universe [n] 

ADJUSTS ADJSSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state [v] 

ADSUKIS ADIKSSU ADSUKI, adzuki (edible seed of Asian plant) [n] 

ASSUMED ADEMSSU ASSUME, to take on [v] 
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ASSURED ADERSSU insured person [n -S] / ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

AUDISMS ADIMSSU AUDISM, anti-deaf discrimination [n]   

AUDISTS ADISSTU AUDIST, one that engages in audism [n]   

BESTUDS BDESSTU BESTUD, to dot (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [v] 

BUDLESS BDELSSU being without buds [adj] 

CUSPIDS CDIPSSU CUSPID, pointed tooth [n] 

DEFUSES DEEFSSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 

DEGAUSS ADEGSSU to demagnetize [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEGUSTS DEGSSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v] 

DISBUDS BDDISSU DISBUD, to remove buds from [v] 

DISCUSS CDISSSU to talk over or write about [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISEURS DEIRSSU DISEUR, skilled reciter [n] 

DISEUSE DEEISSU female entertainer [n -S] 

DISGUST DGISSTU to cause nausea or loathing in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISUSED DDEISSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DISUSES DEISSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DOUSERS DEORSSU DOUSER, one that douses (to plunge into water) [n] 

DUCHESS CDEHSSU wife or widow of duke [n -ES] 

DUENESS DEENSSU state of being owed [n -ES] 

DUFUSES DEFSSUU DUFUS, doofus (stupid or foolish person) [n] 

DULNESS DELNSSU dullness (state of being dull (mentally slow)) [n -ES] 

DUNNESS DENNSSU state of being dun (of dull brown color) [n -ES] 

DUSKISH DHIKSSU dusky (somewhat dark) [adj] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUSTUPS DPSSTUU DUSTUP, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

ESCUDOS CDEOSSU ESCUDO, former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

GUESSED DEEGSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

GUSSIED DEGISSU GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 

JUDASES ADEJSSU JUDAS, peephole (small opening through which one may look) [n] 

KUDOSES DEKOSSU KUDOS, KUDO, award; honor [n] 

MEDUSAS ADEMSSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [n] 

MISUSED DEIMSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v] 

MOUSSED DEMOSSU MOUSSE, to style with mousse (foamy preparation used in styling hair) [v] 

MUSCIDS CDIMSSU MUSCID, musca (any of genus of flies) [n] 

MUSJIDS DIJMSSU MUSJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

NIDUSES DEINSSU NIDUS, nest or breeding place [n] 

NUDISMS DIMNSSU NUDISM, practice of going nude [n] 

NUDISTS DINSSTU NUDIST, advocate of nudism [n] 

OSMUNDS DMNOSSU OSMUND, any of genus of large ferns [n] 

PSEUDOS DEOPSSU PSEUDO, pseud (person pretending to be intellectual) [n] 

RUDISTS DIRSSTU RUDIST, cone-shaped extinct mollusk [n] 

SADDHUS ADDHSSU SADDHU, sadhu (Hindu holy man) [n] 

SARDIUS ADIRSSU sard (variety of quartz) [n -ES] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S] 

SEDUCES CDEESSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SENDUPS DENPSSU SENDUP, parody [n] 
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SHADUFS ADFHSSU SHADUF, shadoof (device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation) [n] 

SHROUDS DHORSSU SHROUD, to wrap in burial clothing [v] 

SHUSHED DEHHSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v] 

SIDDURS DDIRSSU SIDDUR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

SLUDGES DEGLSSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SLUSHED DEHLSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SMUDGES DEGMSSU SMUDGE, to smear or dirty [v] 

SMUSHED DEHMSSU SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v] 

SODIUMS DIMOSSU SODIUM, metallic element [n] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOUDANS ADNOSSU SOUDAN, soldan (Muslim ruler) [n] 

SPOUSED DEOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

STOUNDS DNOSSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 

STROUDS DORSSTU STROUD, coarse woolen blanket [n] 

STUDIES DEISSTU STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUDIOS DIOSSTU STUDIO, artist's workroom [n] 

STUPIDS DIPSSTU STUPID, stupid person [n] 

SUBDEBS BBDESSU SUBDEB, girl year before she becomes debutante [n] 

SUBDUES BDESSUU SUBDUE, to bring under control [v] 

SUBSIDE BDEISSU to sink to lower or normal level [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SUBSIDY BDISSUY grant or contribution of money [n -DIES] 

SUDDENS DDENSSU SUDDEN, sudden occurrence [n] 

SUDOKUS DKOSSUU SUDOKU, puzzle involving numbers 1 through 9 [n] 

SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n] 

SUDSIER DEIRSSU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SUDSING DGINSSU SUDS, to wash in soapy water [v] 

SULDANS ADLNSSU SULDAN, soldan (Muslim ruler) [n] 

SULFIDS DFILSSU SULFID, sulfide (sulfur compound) [n] 

SUNBEDS BDENSSU SUNBED, device for acquiring tan skin artificially [n] 

SUNDAES ADENSSU SUNDAE, dish of ice cream served with topping [n] 

SUNDERS DENRSSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNDEWS DENSSUW SUNDEW, marsh plant [n] 

SUNDOGS DGNOSSU SUNDOG, small rainbow [n] 

SUSPEND DENPSSU to cause to stop for period [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWOUNDS DNOSSUW SWOUND, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

TISSUED DEISSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TRUSSED DERSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TUSSLED DELSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

UNDRESS DENRSSU to remove one's clothing [v -ED, -EST, -ING, -S] 

UPSENDS DENPSSU UPSEND, to send upward [v] 

UPSIDES DEIPSSU UPSIDE, positive aspect [n] 

 

SFSU – San Francisco State University 

DEFUSES DEEFSSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 

DUFUSES DEFSSUU DUFUS, doofus (stupid or foolish person) [n] 

EFFUSES EEFFSSU EFFUSE, to pour forth [v] 
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FAVUSES AEFSSUV FAVUS, skin disease [n] 

FESCUES CEEFSSU FESCUE, perennial grass [n] 

FETUSES EEFSSTU FETUS, unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development [n] 

FICUSES CEFISSU FICUS, tropical tree [n] 

FISSURE EFIRSSU to split (to separate lengthwise) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

FLUSHES EFHLSSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FOCUSES CEFOSSU FOCUS, point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [n] / FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FUCOSES CEFOSSU FUCOSE, type of sugar [n] 

FUCUSES CEFSSUU FUCUS, any of genus of brown algae [n] 

FULNESS EFLNSSU fullness (state of being full (filled completely)) [n -ES] 

FURLESS EFLRSSU having no fur [adj] 

FUSAINS AFINSSU FUSAIN, fine charcoal used in drawing [n] 

FUSCOUS CFOSSUU of dusky color [adj] 

FUSIONS FINOSSU FUSION, act of melting together [n] 

FUSSERS EFRSSSU FUSSER, one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details) [n] 

FUSSIER EFIRSSU FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj] 

FUSSILY FILSSUY FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adv] 

FUSSING FGINSSU FUSS, to be overly concerned with small details [v] 

FUSSPOT FOPSSTU fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n -S] 

FUSTICS CFISSTU FUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

INFUSES EFINSSU INFUSE, to permeate with something [v] 

REFUSES EEFRSSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

RUSSIFY FIRSSUY to make Russian [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SCRUFFS CFFRSSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SHADUFS ADFHSSU SHADUF, shadoof (device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation) [n] 

SKYSURF FKRSSUY to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBFUSC BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUFFERS EFFRSSU SUFFER, to feel pain or distress [v] 

SUFFUSE EFFSSUU to spread through or over [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SULFIDS DFILSSU SULFID, sulfide (sulfur compound) [n] 

SULFURS FLRSSUU SULFUR, to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element) [v] 

SUNFAST AFNSSTU resistant to fading by sun [adj] 

SUNFISH FHINSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SURFERS EFRRSSU SURFER, one that surfs (to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board) [n] 

UNFUSSY FNSSUUY not fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj -SSIER, -SSIEST] 

 

SJSU – San Jose State University 

ADJUSTS ADJSSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state [v] 

BEJASUS ABEJSSU bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJESUS BEEJSSU exclamation used as mild oath [n -ES] 

JUDASES ADEJSSU JUDAS, peephole (small opening through which one may look) [n] 

JURISTS IJRSSTU JURIST, one versed in law [n] 

JUSSIVE EIJSSUV word used to express command [n -S] 

JUSTERS EJRSSTU JUSTER, jouster (one that jousts (to engage in personal combat)) [n] 

JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj] 

JUSTLES EJLSSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 
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MUSJIDS DIJMSSU MUSJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

 

SUNY – State University of New York 

BUNYIPS BINPSUY BUNYIP, fabulous monster of swamps [n] 

BUSYING BGINSUY BUSY, to make busy [v] 

GUANAYS AAGNSUY GUANAY, Peruvian cormorant [n] 

GURNEYS EGNRSUY GURNEY, wheeled cot [n] 

LUNGYIS GILNSUY LUNGYI, lungi (loincloth worn by men in India) [n] 

NURSERY ENRRSUY room for young children [n -RIES] 

PUNKEYS EKNPSUY PUNKEY, punkie (biting gnat) [n] 

RUNWAYS ANRSUWY RUNWAY, landing and takeoff strip for aircraft [n] 

SNUFFLY FFLNSUY tending to snuffle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNUGGLY GGLNSUY warm and cozy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SOUNDLY DLNOSUY in sound (being in good health or condition) manner [adv] 

SQUINNY INNQSUY squinty (marked by squinting) [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] / to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -NNIED, -ING, -NNIES] 

SQUINTY INQSTUY marked by squinting [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SUNNILY ILNNSUY SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adv] 

SUNRAYS ANRSSUY SUNRAY, ray of sunlight [n] 

SYNFUEL EFLNSUY fuel derived from fossil fuels [n -S] 

SYNURAE AENRSUY SYNURA, any of genus of protozoa [n] 

UNFUSSY FNSSUUY not fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj -SSIER, -SSIEST] 

UNHASTY AHNSTUY not hasty (speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion))) [adj] 

UNNOISY INNOSUY not noisy (making loud sounds) [adj] 

UNSHOWY HNOSUWY not showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

UNSONCY CNNOSUY unsonsie (unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune))) [adj] 

UNSONSY NNOSSUY unsonsie (unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune))) [adj] 

UNYOKES EKNOSUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

URANYLS ALNRSUY URANYL, bivalent radical [n] 

YANQUIS AINQSUY YANQUI, United States citizen [n] 

YAUPONS ANOPSUY YAUPON, evergreen shrub [n] 

YOUPONS NOOPSUY YOUPON, yaupon (evergreen shrub) [n] 

 

TCNJ – The College of New Jersey 

ADJUNCT ACDJNTU something attached in subordinate position [n -S] 

CATJANG AACGJNT African shrub [n -S] 

INJECTS CEIJNST INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

JACINTH ACHIJNT variety of zircon [n -S] 

JACONET ACEJNOT cotton cloth [n -S] 

MUNTJAC ACJMNTU small Asian deer [n -S] 

 

UAPB – University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 

BACKUPS ABCKPSU BACKUP, substitute [n] 

BLUECAP ABCELPU flowering plant [n -S] 

BREAKUP ABEKPRU act of breaking up [n -S] 

BURLAPS ABLPRSU BURLAP, coarse fabric [n] 

DUPABLE ABDELPU DUPE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [adj] 
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HUBCAPS ABCHPSU HUBCAP, covering for hub of wheel [n] 

PABLUMS ABLMPSU PABLUM, insipid writing or speech [n] 

PABULAR AABLPRU PABULUM, food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [adj] 

PABULUM ABLMPUU food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [n -S] 

PUBERAL ABELPRU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

SUBPART ABPRSTU subdivision of part [n -S] 

SUBPENA ABENPSU to subpoena (to summon with type of judicial writ) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPBEARS ABEPRSU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPBEATS ABEPSTU UPBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

UPBRAID ABDIPRU to reproach severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

UCSB – University of California, Santa Barbara 

ABDUCES ABCDESU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCTS ABCDSTU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

AUCUBAS AABCSUU AUCUBA, shrub of dogwood family [n] 

BABACUS AABBCSU BABACU, babassu (palm tree) [n] 

BACKUPS ABCKPSU BACKUP, substitute [n] 

BASCULE ABCELSU type of seesaw [n -S] 

BECAUSE ABCEESU for reason that [conj] 

BECRUST BCERSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S S] 

BECURSE BCEERSU to curse severely [v -D, -ST, -SING, -S] 

BECURST BCERSTU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BESCOUR BCEORSU to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BISCUIT BCIISTU small cake of shortened bread [n -S] 

BONDUCS BCDNOSU BONDUC, prickly seed [n] 

BOUCLES BCELOSU BOUCLE, knitted fabric [n] 

BOUNCES BCENOSU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BRUCINS BCINRSU BRUCIN, brucine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

BUCKERS BCEKRSU BUCKER, bucking horse [n] 

BUCKETS BCEKSTU BUCKET, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

BUCKISH BCHIKSU foppish (characteristic of dandy) [adj] 

BUCKLES BCEKLSU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUCKOES BCEKOSU BUCKO, bully [n] 

BUCKSAW ABCKSUW wood-cutting saw [n -S] 

BUNCHES BCEHNSU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNCOES BCENOSU BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

BUSTICS BCISSTU BUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

BUTCHES BCEHSTU BUTCH, offensive word [n] 

CHABUKS ABCHKSU CHABUK, chabouk (type of whip) [n] 

CHERUBS BCEHRSU CHERUB, angel [n] 

COBNUTS BCNOSTU COBNUT, edible nut [n] 

COLOBUS BCLOOSU large African monkey [n -BI, -ES] 

COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUBAGES ABCEGSU CUBAGE, cubature (cubical content) [n] 

CUBBIES BBCEISU CUBBY, small, enclosed space [n] 

CUBBISH BBCHISU resembling cub [adj] 
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CUBISMS BCIMSSU CUBISM, style of art [n] 

CUBISTS BCISSTU CUBIST, adherent of cubism (style of art) [n] 

CUBITUS BCISTUU forearm [n -TI, -ES] 

CUBOIDS BCDIOSU CUBOID, bone of foot [n] 

CUMBERS BCEMRSU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBIAS ABCIMSU CUMBIA, Latin-American dance [n] 

CURBERS BCERRSU CURBER, one that curbs (to restrain (to hold back from action)) [n] 

HUBCAPS ABCHPSU HUBCAP, covering for hub of wheel [n] 

INCUBUS BCINSUU demon (evil spirit) [n -BI, -ES] 

JACOBUS ABCJOSU old English coin [n -ES] 

NUBUCKS BCKNSUU NUBUCK, soft sueded leather [n] 

OBSCURE BCEORSU dark or indistinct [adj -R, -ST] / to make obscure [v -D, R-ING, -S] 

PUBLICS BCILPSU PUBLIC, community or people as whole [n] 

RUBACES ABCERSU RUBACE, rubasse (variety of quartz) [n] 

RUBRICS BCIRRSU RUBRIC, part of manuscript or book that appears in red [n] 

SABICUS ABCISSU SABICU, Caribbean tree [n] 

SACBUTS ABCSSTU SACBUT, sackbut (medieval trombone) [n] 

SACKBUT ABCKSTU medieval trombone [n -S] 

SAMBUCA AABCMSU ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

SAWBUCK ABCKSUW sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n -S] 

SCHLUBS BCHLSSU SCHLUB, stupid or unattractive person [n] 

SCRUBBY BBCRSUY inferior in size or quality [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SCUBAED ABCDESU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUMBLE BCELMSU to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBACID ABCDISU slightly sour [adj] 

SUBCELL BCELLSU subdivision of cell [n -S] 

SUBCLAN ABCLNSU subdivision of clan [n -S] 

SUBCODE BCDEOSU subdivision of code [n -S] 

SUBCOOL BCLOOSU to cool below freezing point without solidification [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBCULT BCLSTUU subdivision of cult [n -S] 

SUBDUCE BCDESUU to take away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SUBDUCT BCDSTUU to subduce (to take away) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBECHO BCEHOSU inferior echo [n -ES] 

SUBERIC BCEIRSU pertaining to cork [adj] 

SUBFUSC BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUBJECT BCEJSTU to cause to experience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBRACE ABCERSU subdivision of race [n -S] 

SUBSECT BCESSTU sect directly derived from another [n -S] 

SUCCUBA ABCCSUU succubus (female demon) [n -E, -S] 

SUCCUBI BCCISUU SUCCUBUS, female demon [n] 

SUCCUMB BCCMSUU to yield to superior force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNBACK ABCKNSU cut low to expose back to sunlight [adj] 

UNCURBS BCNRSUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v] 

 

UCSD – University of California, San Diego 
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ABDUCES ABCDESU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCTS ABCDSTU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

ACCUSED ACCDESU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ADDUCES ACDDESU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCTS ACDDSTU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

BONDUCS BCDNOSU BONDUC, prickly seed [n] 

CASQUED ACDEQSU CASQUE, helmet [adj] 

CAUDLES ACDELSU CAUDLE, warm beverage [n] 

CEDULAS ACDELSU CEDULA, Philippine tax [n] 

CHOUSED CDEHOSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

COULDST CDLOSTU CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v] 

COURSED CDEORSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

CRUDEST CDERSTU CRUDE, unrefined (not refined (to free from impurities)) [adj] 

CRUISED CDEIRSU CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUSADE ACDERSU to engage in holy war [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CRUSADO ACDORSU old Portuguese coin [n -ES, -S] 

CRUSHED CDEHRSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CRUSTED CDERSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CUBOIDS BCDIOSU CUBOID, bone of foot [n] 

CUDDIES CDDEISU CUDDIE, cuddy (donkey (domestic ass)) [n] / CUDDY [n] 

CUDDLES CDDELSU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUDGELS CDEGLSU CUDGEL, to beat with heavy club [v] 

CUNDUMS CDMNSUU CUNDUM, condom (prophylactic) [n] 

CURDLES CDELRSU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CUSPIDS CDIPSSU CUSPID, pointed tooth [n] 

CUSTARD ACDRSTU thick, soft dessert [n -S] 

CUSTODY CDOSTUY guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards (guard))) [n -DIES] 

DEDUCES CDDEESU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEFOCUS CDEFOSU to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

DICTUMS CDIMSTU DICTUM, authoritative statement [n] 

DISCUSS CDISSSU to talk over or write about [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DOUCEST CDEOSTU DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] 

DOUCHES CDEHOSU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DUCHESS CDEHSSU wife or widow of duke [n -ES] 

DUCHIES CDEHISU DUCHY, domain of duke [n] 

DUCKERS CDEKRSU DUCKER, one that ducks (to lower quickly) [n] 

DUCKIES CDEIKSU DUCKY, darling (much-loved person) [n] 

DUCKISH CDHIKSU dusk [n -ES] 

DULCETS CDELSTU DULCET, soft-toned organ stop [n] 

DUNCHES CDEHNSU DUNCH, push [n] 

DUNCISH CDHINSU DUNCE, stupid person [adj] 

DYSURIC CDIRSUY DYSURIA, painful urination [adj] 

ESCUDOS CDEOSSU ESCUDO, former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

EXCUSED CDEESUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

FOCUSED CDEFOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 
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FUCOIDS CDFIOSU FUCOID, brown seaweed [n] 

GWEDUCS CDEGSUW GWEDUC, geoduck (large, edible clam) [n] 

HOCUSED CDEHOSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

INCUDES CDEINSU INCUS, bone in middle ear [n] 

INCUSED CDEINSU INCUSE, to mark by stamping [v] 

INDUCES CDEINSU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTS CDINSTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

MISCUED CDEIMSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MUCOIDS CDIMOSU MUCOID, complex protein [n] 

MUDCAPS ACDMPSU MUDCAP, to cover explosive with mud before detonating [v] 

MUDCATS ACDMSTU MUDCAT, type of catfish [n] 

MUSCIDS CDIMSSU MUSCID, musca (any of genus of flies) [n] 

MUSCLED CDELMSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

RECUSED CDEERSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

RESCUED CDEERSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

SCIURID CDIIRSU sciurine (rodent of squirrel family) [n -S] 

SCOURED CDEORSU SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 

SCOUTED CDEOSTU SCOUT, to observe for purpose of obtaining information [v] 

SCUBAED ABCDESU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCUDDED CDDDESU SCUD, to run or move swiftly [v] 

SCUFFED CDEFFSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCULKED CDEKLSU SCULK, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

SCULLED CDELLSU SCULL, to propel with type of oar [v] 

SCULPED CDELPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCUMMED CDEMMSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SECLUDE CDEELSU to remove or set apart from others [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SECURED CDEERSU SECURE, to make firm or tight [v] 

SEDUCED CDDEESU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEDUCER CDEERSU one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S] 

SEDUCES CDEESSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SHUCKED CDEHKSU SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 

SLUICED CDEILSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SOURCED CDEORSU SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

SPRUCED CDEPRSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SUBACID ABCDISU slightly sour [adj] 

SUBCODE BCDEOSU subdivision of code [n -S] 

SUBDUCE BCDESUU to take away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SUBDUCT BCDSTUU to subduce (to take away) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCEED CCDEESU to accomplish something desired or intended [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCKLED CDEKLSU SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

SUICIDE CDEIISU to kill oneself intentionally [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SUNDECK CDEKNSU deck that is exposed to sun [n -S] 

UNCASED ACDENSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

UNDOCKS CDKNOSU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 
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UCSF – University of California, San Francisco 

CANFULS ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

CANSFUL ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

CAPFULS ACFLPSU CAPFUL, as much as cap can hold [n] 

CARFULS ACFLRSU CARFUL, as much as car can hold [n] 

CONFUSE CEFNOSU to mix up mentally [v -D, -SING, -S]  

CUPFULS CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CUPSFUL CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CURFEWS CEFRSUW CURFEW, regulation concerning hours which one may keep [n] 

CUTOFFS CFFOSTU CUTOFF, point at which something terminates [n] 

DEFOCUS CDEFOSU to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

FACTUMS ACFMSTU FACTUM, statement of facts of case being appealed [n] 

FAUCALS AACFLSU FAUCAL, sound produced in fauces [n] 

FAUCETS ACEFSTU FAUCET, device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe [n] 

FESCUES CEEFSSU FESCUE, perennial grass [n] 

FICUSES CEFISSU FICUS, tropical tree [n] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (tuft-like mass) [n -CCI] 

FOCUSED CDEFOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOCUSER CEFORSU one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n -S] 

FOCUSES CEFOSSU FOCUS, point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [n] / FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FRACTUS ACFRSTU ragged cloud [n -TI] 

FUCHSIA ACFHISU flowering shrub [n -S] 

FUCHSIN CFHINSU red dye [n -S] 

FUCKERS CEFKRSU FUCKER, offensive word [n] 

FUCKUPS CFKPSUU FUCKUP, offensive word [n] 

FUCOIDS CDFIOSU FUCOID, brown seaweed [n] 

FUCOSES CEFOSSU FUCOSE, type of sugar [n] 

FUCUSES CEFSSUU FUCUS, any of genus of brown algae [n] 

FUSCOUS CFOSSUU of dusky color [adj] 

FUSTICS CFISSTU FUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

OFFCUTS CFFOSTU OFFCUT, something that is cut off [n] 

REFOCUS CEFORSU to focus again [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

SACKFUL ACFKLSU as much as sack can hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

SCRUFFS CFFRSSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCRUFFY CFFRSUY shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

SCUFFED CDEFFSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCUFFER CEFFRSU one that scuffs (to walk without lifting feet) [n -S] 

SCUFFLE CEFFLSU to struggle in rough, confused manner [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBFUSC BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUFFICE CEFFISU to be adequate [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SURFACE ACEFRSU to apply outer layer to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNCUFFS CFFNSUU UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

 

UHCL – University of Houston–Clear Lake 

BLUCHER BCEHLRU half boot [n -S] 

CHALUPA AACHLPU fried corn tortilla spread with savory mixture [n -S] 
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CHALUTZ ACHLTUZ halutz (Israeli farmer) [n -IM] 

CHILLUM CHILLMU part of water pipe [n -S] 

CHUCKLE CCEHKLU to laugh quietly [v -D, -LING, -S]  

CHUNNEL CEHLNNU tunnel under English Channel [n -S] 

CHYLOUS CHLOSUY CHYLE, digestive fluid [adj] 

CLAUCHT ACCHLTU CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLAUGHT ACGHLTU to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOUGHS CGHLOSU CLOUGH, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

CLUTCHY CCHLTUY tending to clutch [adj] 

CULCHES CCEHLSU CULCH, oyster bed [n] 

CULCHIE CCEHILU offensive word [adj -HIER, HIEST] / offensive word [n -HIES] 

CULSHIE CEHILSU offensive word [adj -HIER, HIEST] / offensive word [n -HIES] 

CULTISH CHILSTU pertaining to cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CUSHILY CHILSUY in cushy (easy (not difficult)) manner [adv] 

GULCHES CEGHLSU GULCH, deep, narrow ravine [n] 

HUCKLES CEHKLSU HUCKLE, hip [n] 

LUNCHED CDEHLNU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LUNCHER CEHLNRU one that lunches (to eat noonday meal) [n -S] 

LUNCHES CEHLNSU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LURCHED CDEHLRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

LURCHER CEHLRRU one that lurks or prowls [n -S] 

LURCHES CEHLRSU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

MULCHED CDEHLMU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MULCHES CEHLMSU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

NUCHALS ACHLNSU NUCHAL, anatomical part lying in region of nape [n] 

SCHLUBS BCHLSSU SCHLUB, stupid or unattractive person [n] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCULTCH CCHLSTU sculch (clean trash) [n -ES] 

SLOUCHY CHLOSUY slouching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUELCH CEHLQSU to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNLATCH ACHLNTU to open by lifting latch (fastening device) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

UIUC – University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign 

CUBITUS BCISTUU forearm [n -TI, -ES] 

CURIOUS CIORSUU eager for information [adj -ER, -EST] 

CURIUMS CIMRSUU CURIUM, radioactive element [n] 

INCUBUS BCINSUU demon (evil spirit) [n -BI, -ES] 

SUCCUBI BCCISUU SUCCUBUS, female demon [n] 

UNCINUS CINNSUU uncinate structure [n -NI] 

 

UMBC – University of Maryland, Baltimore County 

BACULUM ABCLMUU bone in penis of many mammals [n -LA, -S] 

BUCKRAM ABCKMRU to stiffen (to make stiff) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BULIMIC BCIILMU one who is affected with bulimia [n -S] 

CAMBIUM ABCIMMU layer of plant tissue [n -IA, -S] 

CLUBMAN ABCLMNU male member of club [n -MEN] 
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CLUBMEN BCELMNU CLUBMAN, male member of club [n] 

CLUMBER BCELMRU stocky spaniel [n -S] 

COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COULOMB BCLMOOU electrical measure [n -S] 

CRUMBED BCDEMRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CRUMBER BCEMRRU one that crumbs (to break into crumbs (small pieces)) [n -S] 

CRUMBLE BCELMRU to break into small pieces [v -ED, -LING, -S] 

CRUMBLY BCLMRUY easily crumbled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRUMBUM BCMMRUU despicable person [n -S] 

CUBISMS BCIMSSU CUBISM, style of art [n] 

CUMBERS BCEMRSU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBIAS ABCIMSU CUMBIA, Latin-American dance [n] 

JUMBUCK BCJKMUU sheep (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

MACUMBA AABCMMU religion practiced in Brazil [n -S] 

PLUMBIC BCILMPU containing lead [adj] 

SAMBUCA AABCMSU ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUMBLE BCELMSU to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUCCUMB BCCMSUU to yield to superior force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UMBONIC BCIMNOU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [adj] 

UPCLIMB BCILMPU to climb up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

UMGC – University of Maryland Global Campus 

CULMING CGILMNU CULM, to form hollow stem [v] 

CUMMING CGIMMNU CUM, offensive word [v] 

MUCKING CGIKMNU MUCK, to fertilize with manure [v] 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

 

UMKC – University of Missouri–Kansas City 

BUCKRAM ABCKMRU to stiffen (to make stiff) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HUMMOCK CHKMMOU to form into hummocks (small rounded hills) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JUMBUCK BCJKMUU sheep (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

MOCKUPS CKMOPSU MOCKUP, full-sized model [n] 

MUCKERS CEKMRSU MUCKER, vulgar person [n] 

MUCKIER CEIKMRU MUCKY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

MUCKILY CIKLMUY in mucky (filthy (offensively dirty)) manner [adv] 

MUCKING CGIKMNU MUCK, to fertilize with manure [v] 

MUCKLER CEKLMRU MUCKLE, much, great [adj] 

MUCKLES CEKLMSU MUCKLE, large amount [n] 

MUDPACK ACDKMPU cosmetic paste for face [n -S] 

MUDROCK CDKMORU pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n -S] 

MULLOCK CKLLMOU waste earth or rock from mine [n -S] 

MUSICKS CIKMSSU MUSICK, to compose music for [v] 

SCHMUCK CCHKMSU to hit or flatten [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHMUCKS CHKMSSU SHMUCK, schmuck [n] 

SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 
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STICKUM CIKMSTU substance that causes adhesion [n -S] 

UMIACKS ACIKMSU UMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

 

UNCG – University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

BUCKING BCGIKNU BUCK, to leap forward and upward suddenly [v] 

CANGUES ACEGNSU CANGUE, ancient Chinese punishing device [n] 

CAUSING ACGINSU CAUSE, to bring about [v] 

CHUSING CGHINSU CHUSE, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

CHUTING CGHINTU CHUTE, to convey by chute (vertical passage) [v] 

CINGULA ACGILNU CINGULUM, anatomical band or girdle [n] 

CLUEING CEGILNU CLUE, to give guiding information [v] 

CONGIUS CGINOSU ancient unit of measure [n -II] 

CONGOUS CGNOOSU CONGOU, Chinese tea [n] 

COUPING CGINOPU COUP, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CUBBING BBCGINU CUB, to give birth to young of certain animals [v] 

CUFFING CFFGINU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [v] 

CULLING CGILLNU CULL, to select from others [v] 

CULMING CGILMNU CULM, to form hollow stem [v] 

CUMMING CGIMMNU CUM, offensive word [v] 

CUNNING CGINNNU crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj -ER, -EST] / skill in deception [n -S] 

CUPPING CGINPPU archaic medical process [n -S] / CUP, to place in cup (small, open container) [v] 

CURBING BCGINRU concrete border along street [n -S] / CURB, to restrain (to hold back from action) [v] 

CURDING CDGINRU CURD, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

CURLING CGILNRU game played on ice [n -S] / CURL, to form into ringlets [v] 

CURRING CGINRRU CURR, to purr (to utter low, vibrant sound) [v] 

CURSING CGINRSU CURSE, to wish evil upon [v] 

CURVING CGINRUV CURVE, to deviate from straightness [v] 

CUSSING CGINSSU CUSS, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

CUTTING CGINTTU section cut from plant [n -S] / CUT, to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

DEUCING CDEGINU DEUCE, to bring tennis score to tie [v] 

DUCKING CDGIKNU DUCK, to lower quickly [v] 

DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S] / DUCT, to convey through duct (tubular passage) [v] 

EDUCING CDEGINU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

EUGENIC CEEGINU EUGENICS, science of hereditary improvement [adj] 

FUCKING CFGIKNU FUCK, offensive word [v] 

GLUCANS ACGLNSU GLUCAN, polymer of glucose [n] 

GUANACO AACGNOU South American mammal [n -S] 

GUNLOCK CGKLNOU mechanism which ignites charge of gun [n -S] 

JUICING CGIIJNU JUICE, to extract juice (liquid part of fruit or vegetable) from [v] 

KINGCUP CGIKNPU marsh plant [n -S] 

LUCKING CGIKLNU LUCK, to succeed by chance or good fortune [v] 

MUCKING CGIKMNU MUCK, to fertilize with manure [v] 

OUCHING CGHINOU OUCH, to ornament with ouches (settings for precious stones) [v] 

RUCHING CGHINRU ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n -S] 

RUCKING CGIKNRU RUCK, to wrinkle or crease [v] 

SAUCING ACGINSU SAUCE, to season with sauce (flavorful liquid dressing) [v] 
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SUCKING CGIKNSU SUCK, to draw in by establishing partial vacuum [v] 

TRUCING CGINRTU TRUCE, to suspend hostilities by mutual agreement [v] 

TUCKING CGIKNTU series of stitched folds in garment [n -S] / TUCK, to fold under [v] 

UNCAGED ACDEGNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCAGES ACEGNSU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCLOGS CGLNOSU UNCLOG, to free from difficulty or obstruction [v] 

URGENCY CEGNRUY quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention) [n -CIES] 

VICUGNA ACGINUV vicuna (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

YUCKING CGIKNUY YUCK, to yuk (to laugh loudly) [v] 

 

UNCW – University of North Carolina at Wilmington 

COWPUNK CKNOPUW music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n -S] 

CUTDOWN CDNOTUW reduction [n -S] 

UNCROWN CNNORUW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSCREW CENRSUW to remove screws from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

UNLV – University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

JUVENAL AEJLNUV young bird's plumage [n -S] 

LEVULIN EILLNUV chemical compound [n -S] 

LUVVING GILNUVV LUV, to love (to feel great affection for) [v] 

NERVULE EELNRUV nervure (vascular ridge on leaf) [n -S] 

PLUVIAN AILNPUV characterized by much rain [adj] 

PULVINI IILNPUV PULVINUS, swelling at base of leaf [n] 

UNCIVIL CIILNUV not civil (pertaining to citizens (resident of city or town)) [adj] 

UNGLOVE EGLNOUV to uncover by removing glove [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UNLEVEL EELLNUV to make uneven [v -ED -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNLIVED DEILNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLIVES EILNSUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLOVED DELNOUV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNRAVEL AELNRUV to separate threads of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNVEILS EILNSUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNVOCAL ACLNOUV not vocal [adj] 

VALUING AGILNUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v] 

VEINULE EEILNUV venule (small vein) [n -S] 

VENULAR AELNRUV VENULE, small vein [adj] 

VENULES EELNSUV VENULE, small vein [n] 

VINCULA ACILNUV VINCULUM, unifying bond [n] 

VOLUTIN ILNOTUV granular substance that is common in microorganisms [n -S] 

VULNING GILNNUV VULN, to wound (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

VULPINE EILNPUV pertaining to fox [adj] 

 

UTPB – University of Texas Permian Basin 

BETHUMP BEHMPTU to thump soundly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUBSTEP BDEPSTU type of electronic dance music [n -S] 

PERTURB BEPRRTU to disturb greatly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PUBERTY BEPRTUY period of sexual maturation [n -TIES] 
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SUBPART ABPRSTU subdivision of part [n -S] 

SUBTYPE BEPSTUY type that is subordinate to or included in another type [n -S] 

UPBEATS ABEPSTU UPBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

UPBUILT BILPTUU UPBUILD, to build up [v] 

SUBPLOT BLOPSTU secondary literary plot [n -S] 

 

UWGB – University of Wisconsin–Green Bay 

BLOWGUN BGLNOUW tube through which darts may be blown [n -S] 

BUZZWIG BGIUWZZ large, thick wig [n -S] 

SOWBUGS BGOSSUW SOWBUG, wood louse [n] 

 

WSSU - Winston-Salem State University 

BUSHWAS ABHSSUW BUSHWA, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n] 

CUSHAWS ACHSSUW CUSHAW, variety of squash [n] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S] 

SOWBUGS BGOSSUW SOWBUG, wood louse [n] 

SQUAWKS AKQSSUW SQUAWK, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

SUBWAYS ABSSUWY SUBWAY, to travel by underground railroad [v] 

SUNBOWS BNOSSUW SUNBOW, arc of spectral colors formed by sun shining through mist [n] 

SUNDEWS DENSSUW SUNDEW, marsh plant [n] 

SUNWISE EINSSUW from left to right [adv] 

SWOUNDS DNOSSUW SWOUND, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

WAMUSES AEMSSUW WAMUS, heavy outer jacket [n] 

WASHUPS AHPSSUW WASHUP, act of washing clean [n] 

WUSSIER EIRSSUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

WUSSIES EISSSUW WUSSY, wuss (wimp (weak, ineffectual person)) [n] 

 

WVUP – West Virginia University at Parkersburg 

PURVIEW EIPRUVW extent of operation, authority, or concern [n -S] 

 

XULA – Xavier University of Louisiana 

ASEXUAL AAELSUX occurring or performed without sexual action [adj] 

BOXHAUL ABHLOUX to veer ship around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXUVIAL AEILUVX EXUVIUM, molted covering of animal [adj] 

LUXATED ADELTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

LUXATES AELSTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

TEXTUAL AELTTUX pertaining to text [adj] 

UXORIAL AILORUX pertaining to  wife (woman married to man) [adj] 

 


